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(if this talk feels like it has been thrown together 
within the past couple of hours…)�

blame this�



A few lessons learned during NaI[Tl] Q.F. 
measurements:�

PRC 92 (2015) 015807 �
Astropart. Phys. 33 (2010) 40�

•  A semi-empirical model is as good as the data it feeds on (sh*t in, sh*t out).�

•  Use of broad-energy (or high-energy compared to NR regime sought) neutron sources can spell trouble.�

�

?! �

For once, this ascending trend would �
not have been unexpected (kinematic�
threshold for Na recoils is ~2 keVnr)�
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A few lessons learned during NaI[Tl] Q.F. 
measurements:�

•  A semi-empirical model is as good as the data it feeds on (sh*t in, sh*t out).�

•  Use of broad-energy (or high-energy compared to NR regime sought) neutron sources can spell trouble.�
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PRL 110 (2013) 211101 �

See also TUNL measurements�
(P. Barbeau’s talk) �



A few lessons learned during NaI[Tl] Q.F. 
measurements:�

arXiv:1010.5187�

•  “Threshold effects” <- increase in light yield is the straightest route to avoid them –as long as you stay 
away from your new threshold!-.  �

•  Let’s not fix one systematic just to introduce another one…�

�

UBA provided x4 the light �
yield of previous NaI measurement �
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Quite probably overestimated…�
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•  “Threshold effects” <- increase in light yield is the straightest route to avoid them –as long as you stay 
away from your new threshold!-.  �

•  Let’s not fix one systematic just to introduce another one…�

�

But wait, I am about to give you a�
reason why this Leff might�
be underestimated… �



A few lessons learned during NaI[Tl] Q.F. 
measurements:�

•  You can never understand your neutron source too well (in my case, knowing my head from my behind). �

�

Cuttler-Shalev counter�

See E. Dahl’s talk on difficulties in understanding other n sources �



A few lessons learned during NaI[Tl] Q.F. 
measurements:�

•  Non-linearities in ER response: best is to always measure NR and ER together, if at all possible. Chicago-
Princeton-TUNL NaI[Tl] measurements are in even better agreement than it seems, when using common 
ER reference.�

�



A few lessons learned during NaI[Tl] Q.F. 
measurements:�

•  How well do you trust your Monte Carlo? Use of different cross-section libraries produces a significant 
effect on best-fit quenching factor. This problem is exacerbated when neutron source is broad, or too 
high in energy. �

�

See A. Robinson’s talk�

U. Chicago Y/Be on LXe �
(did we have a talk on this?)�



Wee conclusions:�
(besides all of the other minutiae covered)�

•  Do not take semi-empirical calculations (e.g., SRIM, 
NEST, etc.) as an article of faith: fixate instead on 
quality of measurements they are based on.�

•  Broad and/or too high in energy sources can result 
in a perpetuation of mistakes. How well do you trust 
your Monte Carlo calculations?�
�
•  On the good news front: we have been making a lot 
of recent progress. �
�


